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nicodeme@lix.polytechnique.fr
Words of fixed size q are commonly referred to as q-grams. We consider the problem of q-gram filtration, a method
commonly used to speed up sequence comparison. We are interested in the statistics of the number of q-grams
common to two random texts (where multiplicities are not counted) in the non uniform Bernoulli model. In the exact
and dependent model, when omitting border effects, a q-gram in a random sequence depends on the q   1 preceding
q-grams. In an approximate and independent model, we draw randomly a q-gram at each position, independently of
the others positions. Using ball and urn models, we analyze the independent model. Numerical simulations show that
this model is an excellent first order approximation to the dependent model. We provide an algorithm to compute the
moments.
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1 Introduction
We consider in this article random sequences and some statistics of occurrences of words of a fixed size q
that are referred to as q-grams. In the context of pattern matching, when a word of size m matches a
text with at most k errors, Jokinen and Ukkonen [JU91] give the lower bound m  1  k  1  q for the
number of common q-grams to the pattern and the text. The QUASAR package (q-gram Alignment based
on Suffix Arrays) [BCF 99] uses this result in all against all comparisons of (a large number of) DNA
sequences to filter out pairs with low similarity. In this process, if there are N sequences in the database, a
sequence is used on the average N  2 times as query while the other sequences are seen as targets. For one
pair of sequences, the count of common q-grams is done by adding one for each q-gram (with possible
repetitions) of the query that is present in the target. Szpankowski and Sutinen [SS98] analyze q-gram
filtration in a similar context, but they count with repetitions the q-grams of the target that are present in
the query. They study the correlations of the q-grams of the querying word, extending previous works of
Guibas and Odlyzko [GO78] and of Re´gnier and Szpankowski [RS98].
Flajolet et al. [FKT88] (in the Bernoulli uniform model) and Szpankowski [Szp93] (in the non uniform
model) give an important asymptotic result: in a random text of size n, when n  ∞, every word of length
l 	 logn  h almost surely occurs; here, h is the Re´nyi entropy † of the alphabet considered. This gives a
lower bound on the size of q-grams to consider when comparing two sequences.
The related problem of missing words in a random text has been studied in the Bernoulli uniform case
by Rahmann and Rivals [RR00, RR03]. They give the first two moments in the case of 2-grams.
† If ωmin is the minimum of the probability of the letters of the alphabet, h 
 log1  ωmin.
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We consider here a slightly different model of QUASAR for common q-grams to two sequences, where
repetitions are not counted. We also consider the number of q-grams occurring at least twice in a random
sequence. The underlying model for the sequences is the Bernoulli non-uniform model. In this model,
the letters of the sequences are drawn independently along the distribution of the letters of the alphabet.
Our approach compares the statistics of the q-gram sequence problem, where a q-gram at position i (with
q   i   n  q  1) depends on the q  1 preceding positions of the sequence (dependent model) and the
statistics of the q-gram independent model, where a q-gram is drawn at each position, independently of
the preceding positions. We use for this last problem an urn and ball model that we describe in Section 2.
We give analytic results for the expectation and variance of repeated (resp. common) q-grams for one
(resp. two) sequence(s) in the independent model, and compare these to results obtained by simulations,
in both the dependent and independent models.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide definitions and give equivalent models
to the problem of q-grams repetitions or to this of sharing common q-grams, in the dependent and in
the independent settings. Section 3 analyzes the independent model. We give explicit formula for the
expectation and the variance of the number of repeated or common q-grams. We conclude Section 3
by applying the Chen-Stein method [Che75, Ste70] to prove Poisson convergence in the independent
case. We proceed to experimental comparisons of the dependent and independent models in Section 4.
Complexity of the computations and a fast and flexible algorithm to perform these are given in Section 5.
We describe additional results about the dependent model in Section 6.
2 Definitions and models
We consider an alphabet Σ  l1  l2  ls 	 of size s, where letter li has probability ωi, words of size q
over this alphabet, and sequences of length n  q  1, corresponding to n q-grams; (the more general case
of sequences of different lengths and different letter probability will be considered in Section 3.3). In the
independent model, we draw randomly n q-grams for the sequence(s).
We consider the counting as follows: let two sequences S1 and S2 be
S1  aaaaaaabababaaaabbbbaaa and S2  bbbbabababaaaaaaaaaa 
The repeated 4-grams of S1 are aaaa, abab, baba and baaa and the number of repeated 4-grams of S1 is 4.
The common 4-grams to S1 and S2 are aaaa, abab, baba, bbbb and baaa, and the number ‡ of common
4-grams is 5.
There are three different but equivalent models to consider the q-gram problem, graph models, tree
models and urn models. This models are compared in Table 1. We describe them further.
Graph models. The de Bruijn graph [dB46] B  s

q  is defined as a directed graph G  V

E  where the set
of vertices V is labeled V 
 0

1

2

sq  1
	
and there is an edge from vertex vi to vertex v j if
v j  s  vi  mod sq 

x

x  0  1  2 

  s  1 

A more intuitive description is as follows: we associate bijectively to each q-gram the vertex labeled with
the integer defined by the q-gram in base s. For a q-gram g  g1g2  gq, shift the letters one position left
‡ In QUASAR, if S1 is the query and S2 is the target, the contribution of the q-gram baaa to the number of common q-grams is 2
(this q-gram is present twice in S1).
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Repeated q-grams in a sequence
Dependent Independent
reading n q-grams in a random sequence of length
n
 q  1
drawing n independent q-grams
number of repeated q-grams?
random walk of length n in
de Bruijn graph B  s

q  complete graph K  sq 
number of self-intersections of the walk?
suffix-tree built over a random sequence of length
n
 q  1
trie with n keys
number of internal nodes at depth q?
throwing independently n balls in sq urns; number
of urns with collisions?
Common q-grams to two sequences
(with same sizes and letter distributions)
Dependent Independent
reading twice n q-grams in two random sequences
of size n  q  1
drawing twice n independent q-grams
number of common q-grams?
2 random walks of length n in
de Bruijn graph B  s

q  complete graph K  sq 
number of intersections of the 2 walks?
2 suffix-trees of different colors built over 2 se-
quences of length n  q  1
2 tries of different colors with n keys
number of bicolor nodes at depth q when superposing the 2 trees ?
throwing independently n white balls and n black
balls in sq urns; number of urns with bicolor colli-
sions?
Tab. 1: Equivalent models
and drop the leftmost letter. Putting at the (free) rightmost position any letter li of the alphabet gives a
q-gram, which is one of the successors of g in the graph B  s

q  .
We then have
g1g2g3  gq
li
  g2g3  gqli 
and the corresponding edge is weighted by the probability ωi of letter li.
We consider in the independent model the complete graph K  sq  where the vertices are labeled from 0
to sq  1. As previously we bijectively associate to each q-gram a vertex of the graph. The weight of an
edge from vertex vi to edge v j is the probability of the q-gram associated to v j.
The statistics of the number of repeated q-grams in a random sequence of length n  q  1 is the same
as the statistics of the number of self-intersections of a random walk of length n over the de Bruijn graph
B  s

q  (dependent model); the statistics of the number of repeated q-grams when drawing independently n
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q-grams is the same as the statistics of self-intersections of a random walk over the complete graph K  sq  .
In both cases, the probability of starting the walk at vertex v is the probability of the q-gram associated to
v. When considering the number of common q-grams to two sequences, we consider two random walks
and the number of intersections of these walks.
Tree models. As an alternative model we can consider suffix-trees [Apo85, Wei73] in the dependent
model and tries in the independent model.
The suffix-tree is built on a random sequence of length n  q  1 and the trie is built by insertion of n keys
of infinite length. The number of internal nodes at depth q in the suffix-tree (resp. the trie) models the
number of repeated q grams in one sequence in the dependent (resp. independent model). The trie struc-
ture is fundamental to many algorithms; for descriptions see [Knu73, AHU74, Sed88, GBY91]. Jacquet
and Szpankowski [JS91a] do the asymptotic analysis of the average depth of a trie in the Markovian case.
Clement et al. [CVF01] analyze the average depth, height and size of tries in the general case of dynamic
sources. A very relevant result to our problem is the analysis (in the Bernoulli model) of the average
depth in suffix trees (depth of a key chosen at random) by Jacquet and Szpankowski [JS94]. They prove
(and verify experimentally [JS91b]) that the average depth of keys behaves similarly in tries and in suffix
trees (the distributions are asymptotically identical). They also prove that, asymptotically, the expectation
of the size of suffix-trees and of tries are the same; however, they give no result for the variance or the
distribution of this statistics. See also Fayolle [Fay02] for a direct computation of this expectation.
Urn models. The independent model can be modeled by a ball and urn system. We throw n indistin-
guishable balls in m  sq urns which are labeled from 0 to sq  1. To each q-gram W  w0w1  wq   1 is
bijectively associated the urn labeled with the value of the integer W in base s. The probability p j that
a ball falls in urn j is the probability P W j  of the q-gram W j associated to this urn. Urn models have
been extensively studied. Classical references are Johnson and Kotz [JK77] or Kolchin et al. [KSC78].
See also Flajolet and Sedgewick [SF96] for a combinatorial introduction and Drmota et al. [DGG01] and
Flajolet et al. [FGP03] for recent results.
In the one sequence problem, we are interested in the number of urns containing more than one ball
(number of collisions). When considering two sequences B and C with respective lengths b  q  1 and
c
 q  1, we throw in the urns b black and c white balls; we now want to compute the statistics of number
of urns containing simultaneously black and white balls (number of bicolor collisions); this counts the
number of common q-grams.
3 Analysis of the independent model
In this section we give analytic results about the independent model. Our counting tools are multivariate
generating functions from which we derive the first two moments of the considered statistics. We also use
the Chen-Stein method to prove Poisson convergence. The generating functions could be computed by
the methods presented in Kolchin et al. [KSC78]; however the Poissonization-Depoissonization method
that we present in the next section makes the proofs elementary and elegant.
3.1 Basic Poissonization and Depoissonization
The problem with an urn system is that the urns are not independent of each other. The very powerful
Poissonization method provides independence. See Szpankowski [Szp01] for an extensive introduction to
Poissonization-Depoissonization.
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Let us consider the problem of repeated q-grams in one sequence to illustrate the method. We assume
now that the number of balls thrown in the system is no longer exactly n but that it follows a Poisson
distribution Pz of parameter z. For a sequence of functions φn  u  we consider its Poisson transform
Ψ  z

u  which is
Ψ  z

u   ∑
n
  0
φn  u  z
n
n!
e   z

This implies the basic Depoissonization
φn  u    zn  n!ezΨ  z  u  
where

zn  F  z  denotes the n-th Taylor coefficient of F  z  .
For our concerns, φn  u  and Ψ  z  u  respectively are the distribution generating function of the number
of urns without collisions when (1) exactly n balls or (2) a random number of balls distributed as Pz are
thrown in the system. Considering the urn i in the Poisson model, the probability gik that there are k balls
in this urn is
gik  ∑
n
  k
e   z
zn
n!

n
k  p
k
i  1  pi  n   k  e   z
 piz  k
k! ∑
n
  k 
 1  pi  z 
n   k
 n  k  ! 
 piz  k
k! e
  piz

Therefore the number of balls in urn i follows a Poisson law of parameter piz and the urns behave inde-
pendently of each other.
We will mark by u the number of urns without collisions. The generating function of the urn i is
ψi  z  u   e   piz

epiz  1  piz

u  1  piz   
By independence of the urns, we obtain by product the generating function of the system:
Ψ  z

u   ∏
0  i  sq   1
ψi  z  u   e   z ∏
0  i  sq   1

epiz

 u  1   1  piz  
Applying the basic Depoissonization method, we obtain the bivariate exponential generating function §
F  z

u  counting the number of urns without collisions in the exact model,
φn  u   n!  zn  ∏
0  i  sq   1

epiz

 u  1   1  piz  
	 F  z  u   ∑
n
  0
φn  u  zn
n!  ∏0  i  sq   1  e
piz 
 u  1   1  piz 
(1)3.2 Repeated q-grams (one sequence)
We derived in the preceding section (Equation 1) the generating function F  z

u   ∑n  k fnkukzn  n! where
fnk is the probability that there are k urns without collisions when one throws n balls in the system. We
compute in this section the asymptotic expectation µn and variance σ2n of the number of urns without
collisions. The expectation γn of the number of urns with collisions is γn  m  µn and the variance is
again σ2n.
§ Flajolet et al. [FGT92] obtain this generating function by language shuffling; it seems difficult to apply this elegant method to the
case of common q-grams.
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Fig. 1: Repeated q-grams in the independent and dependent models
We use the standard techniques of generating functions to obtain the expectation and the variance of
the considered statistics.
We have for the expectation µn and for the second moment m

2 
n
m  z   ∑
n
  0
µn
zn
n!

∂F  z

u 
∂u




u 	 1
 ∑
i
 1  piz  ∏
j 
	 i
ep jz  ∑
i
 1  piz  e

1   pi  z and
m

2 
 z   ∑
n
  0
m

2 
n
zn
n! 
∂
∂uu
∂F  z

u 
∂u




u 	 1
 ∑
i
 1  piz  e

1   pi  z  ∑
i
∑
j 
	 i
 1  piz   1
 p jz  e

1  

pi

p j  z
We obtain µn and m

2 
n by extraction of the Taylor coefficient of order n from the corresponding generating
functions:
µn  n!

zn  m  z  and m

2 
n  n!

zn  m

2 
 z 

This gives
µn  ∑
i

 1  pi  n

npi  1  pi  n   1  and
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Fig. 2: Common q-grams to two sequences of same size in the independent and dependent models
m

2 
n  ∑
i

 1  pi  n

npi  1  pi  n   1   1  2pi  n  2npi  1  2pi  n   1  n  n  1  p2i  1  2pi  n   2 
 ∑
i
∑
j

 1  pi  p j  n

n  pi
 p j   1  pi  p j  n   1

n  n  1  pip j  1  pi  p j  n   2  (2)
We consider asymptotically that n  ∞ in such a way that n  pi  θi (with 0 	 θi 	 ∞) for all i, which is
also pi   θi  n. This can be achieved by letting q tend to infinity and taking as before m  sq.
Since the number of terms in a summation is m  O  n  , we perform the asymptotic expansions (in
negative powers of n) of µn and m

2 
n . We have

1 
a
n

n
 e   a

1 
1
2
a2
n 
 O

1
n2 
as n  ∞

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This gives
µn  ∑
i

e   θi  1  θi 

1
2n
e   θiθ2i  1  θi 
 O

1
n2  
and γn  m  µn  (3)
Considering m

2 
n we use once more asymptotic expansions of large powers of binomials. Moreover, when
we take the asymptotic development of m

2 
n , the double sum is composed of terms like ∑i ∑ j aib j (where
ai and b j respectively are functions of θi and θ j). We therefore have
∑
i
∑
j
aib j  ∑
i
ai ∑
j
b j  ∑
i
ai ∑
i
bi 
This simple remark induces that the complexity of computing the second moment is that of a simple
summation.
Putting together the expansions for m

2 
n , we obtain
σ2n  m

2 
n  µ2n   ∑
i
e   θi  1  θi 

1  e   θi  1  θi   
1
n
 
∑
i
θ2i e   θi 
2

(4)
3.3 Common q-grams to two sequences
We consider now two random sequences B and C with respective lengths b  q  1 and c  q  1 over an
alphabet Σ   l1  l2  ls 	 . The sequences B and C are generated by two Bernoulli models Mb and Mc
where the probability of letter li respectively are ωi and pii. This induces generally for a q-gram and for
the associated urn two different probability with respect to the two models. We denote by pi (resp. xi) the
probability of urn i in the model Mb (resp. Mc).
As mentioned previously, we associate to the q-grams of sequence B white balls and to the q-grams of
sequence C black balls. We are interested in the statistics of the number of bicolor collisions in a system
of m  sq urns.
As in the previous section, we can use Poissonization-Depoissonization. However, this time, we need
two poissonian flows into the urn system, one for the white balls and one for the black balls. This implies
again that the flows into each urn are Poisson and that the urns behave independently of each other. The
(double) Depoissonization follows the same way as in the preceding Section and we skip the correspond-
ing proofs.
The multivariate generating function counting the urns without bicolor collisions is now
F  z

t

u   ∏
0  i  sq   1

epiz  xit

 u  1   epiz  exit  1    ∑ fkbcukzbtc 
where fkbc is the probability that there are k urns without bicolor collisions when throwing b white and c
black balls in the urns.
Intuitively, throwing v white and w black balls in the urn i has probability pvi xwi ; the corresponding
generating function is  piz  v  xit  w  v!w!; summing up over all the indices gives the generating function
epiz  xit for urn i. The urns without bicolor collisions either contain white balls only (epiz  1) or black balls
only (exit  1  or are empty (1). Marking these urns with the parameter u provides the factor  epiz  exit  1 
that has also to be subtracted from the generating function to avoid double counting.
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The expectation µbc and second moment m

2 
bc of the statistics of q-grams common to B and C respec-
tively are
µbc 

zbtc 
∂F  z

t

u 
∂u




u 	 1
and m

2 
bc 

zbtc 
∂
∂uu
∂F  z

t

u 
∂u




u 	 1

We consider an asymptotic model where b and c tend to infinity and where, for all i, we have b  pi  θi
and c  xi  κi. This gives
µbc  ∑
i
e   θi

e   κi  eθie   κi 
1
2bθ
2
i e
  θi
 1  e   κi   1
2c
κ2i e
  κi
 1  e   θi   o  1  and γbc  m  µbc 
(5)
where γbc is the asymptotic expectation of the number of bicolor collisions.
For the variance, we obtain (omitting second order terms),
σ2bc  m

2 
bc  µ
2
bc   ∑
i
 e   θi

e   κi  eθie   κi   1  e   θi  e   κi  eθie   κi 

1
b  
 
∑
i
θie   θi

1  e   κi  
2
 ∑
i
θ2i e   2θi

1  e   κi  2 

1
c  
 
∑
i
κie
  κi

1  e   θi


2
 ∑
i
κ2i e
  2κi

1  e   θi

2
 (6)
When B and C have same length n  q  1 and same distribution of letters (with pi probability of urn i and
n  pi  θi), these formula reduce to
γn  m  µn  m  ∑
i

e   θi  2  e   θi  
θ2i e   θi
n
 1  e   θi 


o  1  and (7)
σ2n  m

2 
n  µ2n   ∑
i
e   θi  2  e   θi 

1  e   θi  2  e   θi 

2
n  
 
∑
i
θie   θi

1  e   θi  
2
 ∑
i
θ2i e   2θi  1  e   θi  2

 (8)
3.4 Poisson convergence
Among several applications of the Chen-Stein method [Ste70, Che75], Barbour and Holst [BH89] con-
sider a sum W of partially dependent variables Ik. Under some technical conditions, they prove (Theorem
2.3) that
d W

Pµ    min  1  µ 

1 
Var W 
µ  
where Pµ is a Poisson distribution of parameter µ and d W  Pµ  is the total variation distance ¶ between W
and Pµ. They apply this result to a system of urns where there is probability pi that a ball falls in urn i.
¶ The total variation distance between two positive integer random variables of respective probability generating functions ∑n fnzn
and ∑n gnzn is the sum ∑n  fn  gn  .
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(Balls are thrown independently of each other). Using a coupling method, they prove Poisson convergence
of the number of empty urns.
We consider bicolor collisions in the system of Section 3.3 (m  sq urns, b white balls and c black balls,
and probability pi (resp. xi) that a white (resp. black) ball falls into urn i).
Let Ik  1 if there is a bicolor collision in urn k and Ik  0 otherwise. The random variable Wbc counts
the number of urns with bicolor collisions and can be represented as
Wbc  I1


 Im 
We use the following coupling: if there are no white (resp. black) balls in urn k, for each urn i with i   k
and for each white (resp. black) ball in urn i (if any), throw the ball in urn k with probability pk and leave
it in urn i with probability 1  pk. Repeat this step until there are white and black balls (collision) in urn
k. The number of steps done is finite with probability one. Once this done, let Jik  1 if there is a bicolor
collision in urn i and Jik  0 otherwise, and Iik  Ii for all k. We have Jik   Iik for i   k and for each k,
L  J1k  Jmk   L  I1k  Imk  Ik  1  
It follows then from Theorem 2.3 of Barbour and Holst [BH89] that
d Wbc  Pγbc    min  1  γbc 

1 
σ2bc
γbc  
where γbc is given in Equation 5 and σ2bc  Var Wbc  in Equation 6.
The same technique applies to repeated q-grams in the independent model, proving also Poisson con-
vergence of this statistics.
These results imply Gaussian convergence when the parameters of the Poissons tend to infinity.
4 Experimental comparison between the dependent and the in-
dependent model
Figures 1 and 2 compare for repeated and common q-grams the theoretical results of the independent case
with the simulations made for the independent and the dependent cases. This shows that the independent
approximation is excellent for the expectation. (Similarly, the expectation of number of occurrences of
words in random texts is independent of autocorrelation, in contrast to the standard deviation). The second
moment differs clearly, which implies different behaviors of the corresponding parameters in suffix-trees
and in tries.
When considering two random sequences of length 300 over the DNA alphabet, with the letter distri-
bution of H. influenzae and 10-grams, we obtain for the statistics of common q-grams γ n  0  1523 and,
for the simulations, 0.1514 (resp. 0.1503) in the independent (resp. dependent) model. We also have
σ2n  0  3888 and for the simulations 0.3884 (resp. 0.5051). The total variation distance of the distribution
obtained by simulations (independent case) and a Poisson of parameter 0.1523 is under 10   4.
We used the algorithm described in the following section to compute the theoretical values of the
parameters under consideration here.
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The values of q1 to qi   1 have been computed previously when
Procedure Calcsum is entered and d  s   i.
s 

Σ

and q are handled as global constants.
Procedure Calcsum  f  d  n  φ  :
i  s   d
u  ∑i   1k  1 qk
If d  1 Then
For j To s   u Do
qi  j
f  Calcsum  f  d   1  n  φ 
End of for
Else
qs  q   ∑s   1k  1 qk
f  f  q!q1!q2! 	 	 	 qs! φ  θq1 
 	 	 	 
 qs  n 
End of if
Return ( f )
End of procedure
θξ  θq1     qs  n  ω
q1
1 ω
q2
2  ω
qs
s
φ1 

e   θξ  1  θξ 

1
2n
e   θξθ2ξ  1  θξ 

γn  m  Calcsum  0  s  n  φ1 
φ2  e   θξ  1  θξ 

1  e   θξ  1  θξ  
φ3  θ2ξe   θξ
σ2n  Calcsum  0  s  n  φ2   1n

Calcsum  0

s

n

φ3  
2
Fig. 3: Recursive procedure to compute the expectation γn and variance σ2n of repeated q-grams.
5 Algorithms and complexity
When considering Equations such as 3, 4, 7 and 8 we can group together the indices i for urns with same
probability (corresponding to words with same distribution of letters). For any two indices i and j in the
same group, we have θi  θ j. Considering the size s of the alphabet and q-grams, let Ts  q be the number
of groups so defined; this is also the number of terms in the (reduced) summations. The population Ps  q of
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a group whose q-grams are composed of q1 (resp. q2  qs) letters l1 (resp. l2  ls) is the multinomial
Ps  q 

q
q1  q2  qs 

Applying this to Equation 7, we get
γn   m  ∑
q1

q2
      
qs 	 q

q
q1  q2  qs 

2e   ω
q1
1 ω
q2
2    ω
qs
s n
 e   2ω
q1
1 ω
q2
2    ω
qs
s n
 as n  ∞

where ωi is the probability of occurrence of letter li. The number of summations Ts  q is the number of
compositions of the integer q with s positive or null summands. This is equal to the number of compo-
sitions of q  s with s strictly positive summands. The generating function Cs  z  of compositions with s
(strictly positive) summands is
Cs  z  

z
1  z 
s

and therefore we have
Ts  q 

zq  s 

z
1  z 
s


q  s  1
s  1  
See Flajolet and Sedgewick [FS] for a combinatorial introduction to compositions of integers.
Ts  q is the complexity of computations of the formula giving the expectations and standard deviations
of the random variables we considered. This is 286 for 10-grams and DNA and 1540 (resp. 8855) for
3-grams (resp. 4-grams) and amino-acids (20 letters alphabet).
Algorithms. We provide in Figure 3 a recursive algorithm to compute in the independent model the
expectation γn and the standard deviation σ2n of repeated q-grams (Equations 3 and 4 of Section 3.2). The
same algorithm applies to compute the expectation γn and standard deviation σ2n of common q-grams or
of urns with bicolor collisions (Equations 7 and 8 of Section 3.3).
6 Other results about the dependent model
Dependent model and regular systems for repeated q-grams. We consider again an alphabet of size
s and an integer q. We prove in this section that the language of words containing exactly e repeated
q-grams is regular, for all e. This construction is however hyperexponential and therefore not applicable
to practical needs.
We virtually consider the de Bruijn graph B  s

q  and for each possible vertex vi we consider three pos-
sible labels 0, 1 and 2. We make 3

sq 
 1 copies of the de Bruijn graph to handle all possible configurations
of labels in the copies. A vertex with label 1 corresponds to the first repetition of a q-gram. As soon as
such a q-gram is met again, the label of this vertex changes to 2; this means a jump to another copy.
We remark that any of the copies of the de Bruijn graph can be represented by the sequence of its sq
labels; this assigns a number N to this copy, namely N  ∑0  v  sq   1 m  v   3v, where m  v  is the label of
v.
Let δ  v

l  be the transition function of the de Bruijn graph B  s

q  seen as an automaton (all states are
terminal and this automaton recognizes all the sequences).
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We connect the copies of the de Bruijn graph, making one large automaton A with transition function
∆. A trie T whose leaves are all possible q-grams is also connected to the original de Bruijn automaton;
the root of this trie is the initial state of A .
A state in automaton A (without considering those of T ) is a sequence of two numbers, the number of
a state in the original de Bruijn graph B  s

q  and the number of the copy. We consider a state V1 

v

N1 
in A . Let m  V1   m  v 
 
 0

1

2
	
be the label of the vertex V1. We remark that m  V1  is the value of the
v-th digit of N1 in base 3. We have the following cases.
 If m  V1   0 or m  V1   1 then let ∆ 

v

N1   l  
 δ  v

l 

N2   V2 where N2 is obtained by adding
1 to the v-th digit of N1 in base 3 (this implies that m  V2   m  V1   1).
 If m  V1   2 then ∆ 

v

N1   l  
 δ  v

l 

N1  .
We mark with a letter u in A all states whose label is 1. This implies that a mark is emitted at the first
repetition of a q-gram. We proceed now as in Nicode`me et al. [NSF02] and in Nicode`me [Nic00] by
applying the Chomsky-Schu¨tzenberger algorithm [CS63] to the marked automaton A . All the states of
the original de Bruijn automaton were terminal, and all the states of A are terminal. This implies that
the marked automaton A recognizes all the sequences where a mark u (a letter of size zero) is inserted
after each first repetition of any q-gram. The Chomsky-Schu¨tzenberger theorem about regular languages
then asserts that the generating function F  z

u  of the language recognized by the marked automaton A
is rational. Moreover the number of repeated q-grams is bounded by sq; this implies that F  z

u  is a
polynomial in u and that the general form of F  z

u  is
F  z

u   ∑
0  i  sq
ui
gi  z 
hi  z 
 ∑
0  i  sq
ui fi  z  
where gi  z  and hi  z  are polynomials and fi  z  is the generating function of sequences with exactly i
repeated q-grams.
We remark that this construction applies to the Bernoulli non-uniform model and also to any Markov
model for the sequence.
Limiting distributions. We consider the random variable K counting the number of common q-grams to
two sequences of same size and same length. In Figure 4 we compare simulation results of this normalized
variable and a standard Gaussian in the uniform (p0  0  5) and in the biased case (p0  0  1). Although
there is a slight shift of the tails to the right, it is reasonable to conjecture that the limiting distribution is
Gaussian in both cases; this should also hold when considering sequences with different lengths and letter
distributions. Simulation results for repeated q-grams in the uniform and biased models also indicate that
the limiting distributions should be Gaussian.
7 Conclusion
We considered in this article the statistics of repeated q-grams in a sequence or of common q-grams to
two sequences. We compared this “dependent” model to an independent model where q-grams are drawn
independently of each other. We analyzed this independent model by use of urn models and showed
experimentally that the first moment of the dependent model behaves like that of the independent model;
this holds no more for the second moments but there seems to be a strong correlation between the second
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n 
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Σ 
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s 
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Fig. 4: Distribution of the normalized random variable  K  

γn 


σ2n where K counts the number of common q-grams
to two random sequences of size 1000;

γn and

σn are the empirical expectation and standard deviation of the variable
K. The solid lines represents the normal distribution N  0  1  . (Results obtained after 50000 simulations).
moments in the two models. We provide a compact, simple and fast algorithm to compute the two first
moments of repeated or common q-grams in the independent model. A direct analysis of the dependent
model is challenging; the methods of Jacquet and Szpankowski [JS94], of Rahman and Rivals [RR03]
and of Fayolle [Fay02] could lead to a successful approach. How far the present work can be extended to
analyze the filtering step of the alignment package BLAST [AGM 90] is an opened question.
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